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Valencians of Mallorca
Tàrbena is the town that best preserves part of the original
Mallorcan language and the pride of a lineage that made it twinned
with the insular Santa Margalida After the expulsion of the Moors in
1609, the Crown repopulated La Marina, La Safor and El Comptat
with Balearic families

Those who go to Tàrbena for the �rst
time will be surprised to hear how the
residents of the town speak a different
Valencian; especially because, instead
of the articles 'la' and 'el', they use 'sa'
and 'es', typical of Mallorcan. In addition, they will frequently hear
expressions such as 'can', 'as', 'na' ..., and if they ask they will immediately
tell them that they speak in 'salat', because they largely maintain the
Mallorcan 'parla' of their origins. And they do it with great pride, naturally.

In reality, most of the inhabitants of Tàrbena are today the most faithful
sample of historical events that date back four centuries, when Felipe III
decreed the expulsion of the Moors, on September 22, 1609, and as a
consequence As a result, the owners and lords of the unpopulated lands
found it necessary to attract new settlers to work them.

In the valleys of La Marina, Comtat and La Safor, most of the repopulation
settlers came from the island of Majorca, which lost 10% of its
inhabitants. They came mainly from towns in the north and east of the
island, such as Santa Margalida, Manacor, Artà ..., and also from Andratx,
Calvià or Puigpunyet, to the southwest.

It is documented that the baroness of Tàrbena, Catalina de Montcada y
Bou, �rst granted a population charter to 19 settlers from Mallorca, and
until 1616 she brought two new settlements, with 28 and 24 Balearic
families.

After expelling the Moors, the Crown immediately had the concern to �ll
the job gap as soon as possible; That there was no shortage of manpower,
because the lords complained and it did not interest that the lands
remain idle, nor that there was a lack of trades and services that were
extinguished with the forced �ight of the Moors. So much so that the king
even ordered the towns to be recolonized in just ten days. Something
impossible to ful�ll, and more in the valleys of the north of the current
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Panorama. Tàrbena, hanging over a valley north of
the Marina Baixa. :: TXEMA RODRÍGUEZ 
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province of Alicante and the south of Valencia, where the Moors tried to
resist, although they were �nally forcibly evicted, embarking them in
Dènia heading to North Africa.

Many of the current older inhabitants of Tàrbena remember that their
parents and grandparents already told them that their ancestors came
from Mallorca. An origin that for centuries was often a source of ridicule
on the part of the neighbors of nearby towns, for the peculiar speech in
'salat' and also for a certain atavistic animosity, since, in the seventeenth
century, the families of old Christians saw in the Moorish expulsion was
an opportunity to gain more land or to revalue their work in front of the
lords, and the Majorcan repopulation was seen as an element of labor
rivalry whose aftertaste lasted a long time.

That is why the desire to erase traces abounded among the colonists, so
as not to give rise to mockery or resentment. And so origins were
forgotten in many places, but not in Tárbena. Curiously, today the
opposite mood reigns fortunately; the island past is proudly displayed
and vindicated, studies and dissemination events are carried out,
twinning between peoples from here and there are materialized and
lineages of surnames and family sagas are investigated.

Tárbena is twinned with Santa Margalida, which four centuries ago lost a
quarter of its neighbors in colonization. Surnames such as Llorá, Monjó,
Muntaner, Calafat, Morell, Perelló, Ripoll, Mollá and many others prove it.
Also the survival of gastronomic customs, such as the production of
sobrasada, which, curiously, they call 'Mallorquina' in other Valencian
regions, is known as 'marineta' outside of La Marina and in La Plana they
call it 'Tarbeneta'.
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